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[57] ABSTRACT

An inspissate of a solution having a solvent which can

be crystallized out by cooling is passed into contact

with an internally cooled surface through which a cool-

ant is circulated. Relative vibration is established be-

tween the solution to be cooled and the surface with at

least the vibration of the surface beinjLinterrupted peri-

odically or^aperiodicallv, The solution and the surface

can be vibrated separately in alternating periods.

16 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure
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INTERMITTENT VIBRATION IN FRACTIONAL
CRYSTALLIZATION

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

The present application is related to the application

Ser. No. 803,116 filed June 2, 1977 and commonly as-

signed with the present application, for a METHOD
OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE CONCENTRA-
TION OF A CRYSTALLIZABLE LIQUID.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method of and an

10

concentration. As a result, the temperature at which the

solvent component can be frozen out of the solution

tends to decrease as the concentration of the solution

increases and hence parts of the cooled surface or some

of the cooled surfaces! must be maintained at lower

temperatures than other parts, increasing the tendency

of crystal deposits to form on these surfaces. A vibra-

tion that may be optimum for the removal of crystals

from a solution of low concentration may not be opti-

mum for the removal of crystals of the solvent in re-

gions of high concentration.

The problem cannot be overcome by simply increas-

ing the degree of vibration throughout the system since

such excessive vibration also has been found to pose

apparatus for the thickening of solution containing crys- 15 problems^ especially mniegreastng'th'e efficiency of heat

tallizable solvent and, more particularly, to an im-

proved system for crystallizing a solvent component

from the solution to form a concentrate or inspissate

therefrom. Especially the invention relates to the freez-

ing of ice crystals from aqueous solutions in order to 20

form concentrate thereof.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

It has been proposed heretofore to form a concentrate

or inspissate from a solution by freezing crystals of a 25

solvent component therefrom by contacting the solu-

tion with a surface which is cooled, i.e. by passing a

coolant, i.e. a refrigerant or a cold carrier such as brine,

through the cooling surface which is in contact with the

solution.

When this technique is applied to the concentrating

of aqueous solutions, lYjHffin^ *rt* fnrm-"pQfl *****

30

aB?Eractio1T*frl>m^h?sor^ Solid'imeria'cer
<I

^WiTn!s"DeelfH^ ear-

lier systems to effect a uniform freezing of crystals from

a solution of the type described at an optimum rate.

Furthermore, when high oscillation irequemnes of

the heat-exchange surfaces are used, as has beenj&emed

necessary heretofore when solutions of low concentra-

tions are to be subjected to freeze out concerftration, the

conventional process creates the danger that, on the

side of the heat-exchange surface in contact with the

refrigerant or the cold carrier. caŷ totjorLDhenQmena

may develop with a consequenf^reduction in heat ab-

straction efficiency and reduction in the freezing rate..

Furthermore, high frequency oscillations may apply

excessive stress to'tne vibrating components to cause
,,i

pro15leW^itrrthe apparatus?
8

- _ J j # A . Stiir-amhTif^rifr^ prior art processes has

,

q^surface andjmmAe^ ^ found t0 he in the nonoptimum utilization of the^^om^^g^rther cold Uansfer fe^e^o u-
mofe ^icularlV| the^^ Ŝ^sssts^ fplied in

?i*r
of vibration t0 the

h
syr

•

" r- r—^r At the beginning of the freezing process, as has been
TmrSbluhon and tUe cooledsurface ana can render ihe

systenrinefficient
described, because of the low concentration of the solu-

tion, a high heat transfer rate is observed. Hence there
"IS is known to remove the ice crystals from the sur-

. _
face or to prevent *eir deposition thereon by relative ,0 l^J^^J^ZlZ£
vibration of the surface and the solution, i.e. jjyjjjgr^fc

ing the
,
cooled_surface to establishjshearjforces^t the

interface between theTce and/orliquid and the cooled

'surface. As a result, tne ice does noi coat the surface of r v .jr«r-r—v„
the cooled body to any significant extent and the effect 45

utilization or energy efficiency at other points in the

apparatus may be less than desirable.

crystallized component to adhere to the heat exchange

surface so that relatively ^jf*
pspm^nn frwgw«i««

must be used to overcome~tlu^disadvantage^Jufe
otiiei

''

ha^d,

,
htgH

''

bsaUation or yjbrati^

of the chilling or cooling can be maintained.

In the aforementioned copending application, there is

described a method ofand an apparatus for carrying out

a thickening of a solution by an improved technique

whereby the solution is introduced between surfaces 50

which are cooled in the manner described and relative

vibration is established, the solution passing between

the surfaces in a direction transverse to the gravitational

force so that the difference in density between the solu-

tion to be concentrated and the crystals which are 55

formed by cooling causes the crystals to rise to the

surface or to descend to the bottom of the vessel and

hence provides for a continuous removal of the crystals

from the solution.

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

It is the principal object of the present invention to

provide a method and an apparatus for the freezing of

solvent components from a solution, i.e. for the concen-

tration of a solution to form an inspissate, wherein the

disadvantages of prior art systems can be avoided.

Another object of the invention is to extend the prin-

ciples originally set forth in the copending application

mentioned above.

It is also an object of the invention to provide a

method which has uniform and optimum effect even in

The present invention is an extension of the principles 60 regions of different concentration, maximum efficiency

described in that application.

It has been found in practice that, with still earlier

systems for the aforedescribed purpose, uniform and

continuous vibration of the_CQolinp„fiHrTar.p7 rirratgs

problems of,various types . For example, the tendency 65

of ice to freeze to tne surface is not generally constant

over the entire surface because different portions of the

surface contact portions of the solution of different

of the freeze-out operation, a high rate of crystallization

of the solvent component, and an optimum utilization of

the energy which is applied.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

These objects and other which will become apparent

hereinafter are attained, in accordance with the present

invention, in a method for crystallizing out solvent
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components of a solution to concentrate the solution
and thereby form an inspissate therefrom wherein the
cool surface in contact with the solution is vibrated for
periods which alternate with rest periods or no vibra-
tion periods.

According to the invention, therefore, the solution is

brought into contact with an internally cooled heat
exchange surface which is in contact with the solution
and at the solid/liquid interface abstracts heat from the

duced and the freezing process takes place more uni-

formly over the interfaces or interface between the
solution and the cooled body.

When vibration of the surface is subsequently ef-

fected, moreover, the instant at which the vibration

commences provides an especially large shear force at
the interface between the static inertia of the crystals
and the contacting liquid and the vibrated surface so
that a complete removal of the crystal component is, .

'— —
1— mv iuai a. uuiuyicic rcuiuvtu ui uie crystal component is

solution to freeze out solvent components thereof and 10 ensured and continuous freeze out of the crystals can bar
thereby concentrate the solution. The surface and the
liquid are relatively vibrated according to the invention
at least in part by vibrating the cooled surface for prede-
termined periods of vibration separated by no-vibration
or rest periods

The interrupted vibration of the heat exchpge^ur=.
face, has been found^ feHccfryeLaj^uni^

15

guaranteed. This u^tantaneous^shock-like effect ap-fe^
pears to be faf^reaWSian the shear effcHTfrom vibra-

1

tfon subsequent to the initial movement of the surface.!
It has been found to he arivflntfl^ftiiRprfTw^tfftMftiY fn

vary the oscillation frequency of the heat exchanger's

. Bgtfequency to a low frequency or^conversely. from
formJlow fittm^frig|rg^^ the Ftow ftgj^yto^ vibra-
pla.^Tpr.B0Biy, m^i^S?1"^ tK^CQoBng surface so teTmfervaTo? tnTKeat exchanger surface. This varia-
*w *Ua "af?ff,

heat ^^ti^67lnWiTO-ioooiantjg .20 tion in the vibration frequency during the course of the
unifonnfiLnig^aV^
no cavitation results. Most surprisingly, it has been
found that the rest periods do not permit any marked
decrease in the heat transfer efficiency by coating of the
surface during this interval with ice or thermally- 25
insulating crystals, any ice which does tend to deposit
being readily shed by the surface when the latter is set

into vibration during the next vibration period.

Furthermore, the interruption ofthe vibrationihr rest

^periods, as descnoed^ appears_to„increase ihe overall 30

"vibration effect in the.removal of icejat-tfre prpventioii

of Jhe deposition of the crystals upon the^surface. In
other words, as compared^wiSconstant vibration of_t^

•

Surface withja^^^J^^̂ ^^clj^b^itmn amplitudeauna^c win ^s'ycp/gffpgra^ tne mception <

and frequency
, interruption^ 35 this frequency

vibration interval has been found to allow optimum
control of the freeze-out effect to solutions of different

types and different concentrations, thereby improving
the economy of the system.

Variation of the oscillation frequency of the cooled
surface is also effected, according to the invention, from
vibration interval to vibration interval during the
freeze-out process. For example, duringMtiaUvibratien-
periods.of the suriac^.m,theover5Fprnce«

T
.a relatiwly

^gr^quenc^c^xb^u^djnd this frequency can be
reduced step by step from vibration interval to vibration
interval until a relatively low frequency is used. Con-
versely, it may be desirable to use a low frequency at
the inception of the process and progressively increase

periods o^ffiupft}^^
irsciproca^ freqi^ncy) and the subse-
quent

1

Vll^tiojLof
1

tlie 5turface_fnr an intm*\ nASA^a
also a multiple oHhe period of vibration, prjovides si^-

nificantly imp^ 40
Recording to a particularly advantageous feature of
the invention, the surface and the solution to be concen-
trated are alternately set into fttifmMCTS. each'is vi-

braleij' for a vioration interval and has a rest period

The phenomenon appears to be a function of concen-
tration. While we do not wish to be bound by any the-
ory in this regard, we believe that, at the beginning of
the freezing process, the concentration of the solution
and therefore the melting point thereof are relatively
low in comparison to these parameters at the end of the
freezing process and hence the tendency toward adhe-
sion of the crystallized components from the solution to
the heat exchange surface is relatively great. At the start

----
. v ii^i ca^ji<ui£c auuauc u> reiauveiy great . /\i uie start

between the vibration intervals, the vibration interval of 45 of the process, therefore, high vibration frequencies can
the solution coinciding at least in part with the rest

period of the surface and the rest period of the surface
coinciding at least in part with the vibration interval of
the solution. This has been found to ensure the removal

be applied to the heat exchange surface and, as the
concentration increases and the melting point changes,
this vibration frequency can be reduced. Since a re-

duced vibration frequency increases the rate of heat,.7.7 —/— wuwu viuiauwi ucijucijuy increases me raie 01 neat
of the crystal components which might otherwise tend 50 transfer while the tendency of the crystallized compo-
to deDOSlt UDOll the surface Hnrino iht* r*»ct n/>rinHe rxf nantr *~ e * i .to deposit upon the surface during the rest periods of
the latter because of the mass movement of the solution
during the vibration interval thereof. This system thus
has the two-fold advantage that it enables the rest per

J ^ j w*wm«

nents to adhere to the surface is reduced an optimum
freeze out of the crystal component can be ensured in
spite of the fact that the heat exchange rate for a given
frequency will be lower within increasing concentra-. ,

_~ 0 — — ««- -*-«v j,w- uvHUbu^y wui uc iuwci wiium increasing concentra-
lod of the surface to provide more effective heat trans- 55 tion. Thus the overall heat-abstraction process can be
fer during this interval but yet ensures the removal of
any ice crystals which might tend to form during stand-
still of the vibration surface by the vibration of the
solution in contact therewith. The crystal removal dur-
ing the vibration interval of the solution is effected by 60
flow forces of the solution in contact with the surface.
Another advantage of this dual vibration of the sur-

face and the solution resides in the displacement of
crystal components which are prevented from deposit

controlled to eliminate cavitation phenomena between
the coolant and the surface on the one hand, to compen-
sate for reduction of the heat transfer rate, and for opti-
mum energy utilization.

The principles of the invention can be applied to a
process for the continuous freezing of crystal solids
from the solvent of a solution using the principles estab-
lished for example* in the aforementioned copending
application. In any event, the solution is passed continu-* - r WW*™,.*- oppm-ouwu. iii a.ny even i., uic soiuuon is passea continu-

ing upon the surface or are removed therefrom by the 65 ously through the heat exchanger and along the cooled
flow forces nf rhp linniH KifnrpnvAr t)iA cnlntinM ;« 4ltA*_ „.._r_ t ^_ _ . . . .. ....flow forces of the liquid. Moreover, the solution is thor
oughly mixed by such vibration thereof so that concen
tration gradients in the solution are eliminated or re

surface from an inlet to an outlet, the crystallized com-
ponents being continuously removed from the solution.
The solution can progressively increase in concentra-
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30

tion along a particular heat exchange surface and the

variation of the vibration frequency of this surface has

the advantage that the maximum shear effect for crys-

tals depositing at various locations will eventually be

achieved during each time span of frequency variation S

because the crystals at various locations may require

different vibration frequency for their optimum re-

moval from the surface.

It has also been found to be advantageous to vary the

frequency of the vibrating solution in a similar manner, 10

thereby ensuring optimum freeze-out conditions.

It-has been found to be advantageous, moreover, to

^jQgS^^I^^^^^^^g^^^y^ ims^lriflving
'

beenTound to

givea particularly^ of the solution and a 15

most effective removal of the ice crystals from the

cooled surface. It appears that this increase in the effi-

ciency of crystal removal is due to the increase in the

forces applied at the interface because of the combina-

tion of inertia and flow forces on these crystals. 20

According to still another feature of the invention,

the amplitude of the oscillations of the heat exchange

surface and/or the solution to be concentrated is varied

corresponding to the vibrating frequency. For example,

to avoid cavitation upon a reduction in the vibrating 25

frequency, the amplitude of vibration of the heat ex-

changer surface is correspondingly reduced. When high

frequencies are desirable to ensure maximum shear

forces for the separation of the ice components, i.e.

crystal component, the vibration amplitude is corre-

spondingly increased. This, of course, provides maxi-

mum shear forces.

It has been found that best*«suljsare obtained when

the solution is vibrated^sc^ated,pwith a frequency

which is higher man tfie vi&iatiftgwquency of the heat 35

exchange surface. The higher frequency of the solution

ensures that the flow forces contributing during the

vibration interval of the solution to the removal of the

ice crystals from the cooled surface will not be signifi-

cantly weaker than the inertia! forces produced by vi-

bration of the surface directly.

Highly effective freezing conditions obtain when the

eat exchange surface is vibrated with a frequency of 10

:o 50 Hz, preferably with a frequency greater_than_2fl

jjzjheduration for which the low frequency is main-

tained constant can be determined by the period of time

requiredfor a imaging ot the crysTalcompcirem

Mee'i£a]pa^ luxtoposed heat exchange

surfaces betweeni wnich tlTe ' solution is conducted. By
•v^ayoTexample, however, it should be noted that the 50

solution may be vibrated at a frequency of, say, 20 to

1

2

0 Hz and preferably at a frequency about 5u nz wHgp
thereat exchange surface is vuSrated_at31) kiz or there-

abcVe."TKeVibration can be effected for a' period of the

order of 10 seconds to, say, 10 minutes with the
1

rest 55

period having a duration in the same range. In general

the rest period should be between one fifth of the vibra-

tion interval and twice the vibration interval.

According to the apparatus aspects of the invention,

a housing, preferably in the form of a tank,Js provided 60

to receive the solution xo^e concentrated, the tank

receiving, in turn, a heat exchange surface- which is

cooled by passing a refrigerant or a cold carrying liquid

therethrough, e.g. brine. The heat exchange- surface,

general!VL:bne of a ,pluralitv!
:orsuch suaacesjaet&eiiL 65

\yhjghthesnlu^ is connected-to.a^yibrating

j3ffic^~wfo^
lngjjeyice is proyjdedJnjconiunction with a membrane v

40

45

to generate oscillation in the solution to be concen*

traSo^e-faquen^i^
vibTfafifrs can be controlled and the timing of the vibrat-

ing interval and rest period can similarly be controlled

by a regulator connected to both vibrators. Any con-

ventional timing and amplitude or frequency control

system can be provided for this purpose.

According to a feature of the invention, the heat

exchange surface is provided with strip-like zones of

reduced heat transfer rate, e.g. by coating the surface

with strips of material of low heat conductivity, e.g.

polyethylene, the strips running preferably in a vertical

direction and transverse to the direction of flow of the

solution/The plates may be upright and may be vibrated

in the vertical direction.

These strips define between them zones of high heat-

abstraction rate or thermal conductivity and constitute,

in turn, zones of low thermal conductivity. It has been

found that the presence of these strips prevents the

development of continuous crystal or ice Films on the

surface even where the vibration is not fully effective

for some reason.-Of course, when the strips are used, the

vibration rates and amplitudes can be further reduced

with energy saving. In other words, far from reducing

the efficiency of the apparatus by blocking heat ex-

change in the low thermal conductivity zones, the pres-

ence of such zones increases the efficiency of the appa-

ratus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
The above and other objects, features and advantages

of the present invention will become more readily ap-

parent from the following description, reference being

made to the accompanying drawing the sole FIGURE
of which is a diagrammatic vertical elevational view of

an apparatus for carrying out the process of the present

invention.

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION

While reference has been made to the drawing herein

for an explanation of the principles of the present inven-

tion, it should be noted that the tank can have the con-

figuration shown in the aforementioned copending ap-

plication and the plates can be similarly constructed to

define a horizontal flow path for the liquid which per-

mits the ice crystals to rise to the surface or other crys-

tals to descend to the bottom and hence separate contin-

uously from the liquid. Furthermore, to the extent that

any elements of the apparatus and the method are not

fully described herein, reference may be had to the

aforementioned copending application for a fuller expli-

cation thereof.

In the freezing apparatus illustrated in the drawing,

the tank-shaped housing 1 has an elongated rectangular

plan configuration and is provided in the longitudinal

direction with a plurality of heat exchanger plates 2

which may be formed as evaporator plates into which a

refrigerant is introduced into a liquid state and permit-

ted to evaporate therein. The transversely spaced evap-

orator plates 2 are provided parallel to one another with

the same transverse spacing and can be alternately con-

nected to the ends of the tank as described in the afore-

mentioned copending application,

i A plurality of vibratile elements, e.g. support springs

3, can be provided between the bottom of the housing 1

and each
:
plate. The plates may be connected together

by a transverse bar 4 which, in turn, is connected to a

: vibrator^J^hich vibrates the evaporatorjlates_2.

02/08/2002, EAST Version: 1.02.0008
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15

20

The bottom of the housing y>wrgtnaed fry^^flmhrflnft

6 which is connected to a 4gpnd vibrating device jl A
control unit 8 as described afcve arid in the aforemen-

tioned copending application, is connected to the vibra-

tors 5 and 7 so as to operate them alternately with van- $

able frequency and variable amplitude in the manner
previously described.

The solution to be concentrated is introduced

through an inlet diagrammatically represented at 9 in

one end wall of the tank 2 close to the bottom thereof 10

and the resulting concentrate or inspissate is recovered

at an outlet 10 in the opposite end wall at the bottom of
the tank. The refrigerant is introduced via a manifold 11

to all ofthe plates 2 at the side of the tank provided with
the inlet 9, the vaporized refrigerant being recovered by
a manifold 12 at the end of the tank provided with the

outlet 10. This arrangement simplifies the separation of
the frozen component from the liquid component of the
solution.

The crystallized component separated from the solu-

tion by its lower density rises to the surface of the solu-

tion and passes over the edge of the tank into a dis-

charge trough 14. The crystals can be displaced toward
the trough by a sweeper 13 displaceable along the cover 25
of the tank or, by endless-chain means as described in

the aforementioned copending application. The
sweeper 13 can be formed as a comb whose members
reach between the plates 2 and dip into the solution.

To further prevent the formation of a continuous 30
layer of the frozen crystal component upon the evapo-
rator plates 2, the latter are provided with vertical strip-

like zones 15 ofreduced thermal conductivity, the zones
extending transversely to the flow of the liquid phase
but in the direction of movement of the crystal compo- 35

nent. These zones, each of which can have a width
which is a small fraction of the width of the zones of
high heat transfer, i.e. a width of one-fiftieth to one-
sixth of the width of the heat transfer zone, can be
formed by applying strips of thermally insulating mate- 40

rial to the metal plates 2. A suitable material of low
thermal conductivity for this purpose is polyethylene.

While the embodiment illustrated in the drawing is

the preferred configuration, it will be apparent that the

principles described also apply to a tube bundle heat 45

exchanger for the concentration of solutions by the

process of the present invention.

We claim:

1. A method of concentrating a solution by the freez-

ing of crystals of a solvent from the solution, said

method comprising the steps of:

contacting said solution with at least one heat-

. exchange surface;

cooling said surface with a fluid coolant to a tempera-
55

ture below the freezing point of said solvent to

freeze crystals of said solvent from said solution;

imparting relative vibratory movement to said sur-

face and said solution; and
intermittently interrupting the relative vibratory $q
movement of said surface and said solution to es-

tablish rest periods between intervals ofsuch vibra-

tion, said relative vibratory motion being imparted
to said solution and said surface by vibrating said

surface and vibrating said solution independently 65
and alternately.

2. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the fre-

quency of the vibration is substantially 10 to 50 Hz.

8
3. The method defined in claim 1 wherein said surface

and said solution are vibrated each at a frequency differ-

ent from the vibration frequency of the other.

4. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the vibra-

tion frequency of said solution is higher than the vibra-

tion frequency of said surface.

5. A method of concentrating a solution by the freez-

ing of crystals of a solvent from the solution, said

method comprising the steps of:

contacting said solution with at least one heat-

exchange surface;

cooling said surface with a fluid coolant to a tempera-
ture below the freezing point of said solvent to

freeze crystals of said solvent from said solution;

imparting relative vibratory movement to said sur-

face and said solution; and
intermittently interrupting the relative vibratory

movement of said surface and said solution to es-

tablish rest periods between intervals ofsuch vibra-

tion, said surface being vibrated; and
varying the vibration frequency of said surface dur-

ing the process of crystallizing said solvent from
said solution.

6. The method defined in claim 5 wherein the fre-

quency of vibration is about 10 to 50 Hz.

7. The method defined in claim 5, further comprising
the step of varying the amplitude of vibration of said

surface to correspond to the variation of the vibration

frequency thereof.

8. A method of concentrating a solution by the freez-

ing of crystals of a solvent from the solution, said

method comprising the steps of:

contacting said solution with at least one heat-

exchange surface;

cooling said surface with a fluid coolant to a tempera-
ture below the freezing point of said solvent to

freeze crystals of said solvent from said solution;

imparting relative vibratory movement to said sur-

face and said solution;

intermittently interrupting the relative vibratory

movement of said surface and said solution to es-

tablish rest periods between intervals of such vibra-

tion, said solution being vibrated; and
varying the vibration frequency of said solution dur-

ing the crystallization of said solvent from said

solution.

9. The method defined in claim 8 wherein the fre-

quency of vibration is substantially 10 to 50 Hz.
10. The method defined in claim 8, further compris-

ing the step ofvarying the amplitude of vibration of said
solution corresponding to variation in the vibration

frequency thereof.

11. A method of concentrating a solution by the
freezing of crystals of a solvent from the solution, said

method comprising the steps of:

contacting said solution with at least one heat ex-
change surface;

cooling said surface with a fluid coolant to a tempera-
ture below the freezing point of said solvent to

freeze crystals of said solvent from said solution;

imparting relative vibratory movement to said sur-

face and said solution; and
varying the frequency of said relative vibratory
movement during the course of crystallization of
solvent from said solution.

12. The method defined in claim 11, further compris-
ing the step of varying the amplitude of said relative

02/08/2002, EAST Version: 1.02 .0008'
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vibratory movement corresponding to the Variation in

the frequency thereof.

13. An apparatus for concentrating a solution con*

taining a crystallizable solvent, comprising:

a vessel adapted to receive said solution, at least one

heat exchange surface in said vessel being in

contact with said solution;

means for fluid cooling of said surface to a tempera-

ture below the melting point of said solvent;

first vibrator means connected with said surface for

vibrating same;

second vibrator means in contact with said solution in

said vessel for vibrating same; and

10

IS

control means connected to said first and second

vibrator means for operating the same alternately

and for predetermined periods to establish rest

periods betweej* Vibration intervals of said vibrator

means.

- 14. The apparatus defined in claim 13 wherein said

surface is formed wltji scrips of low thermal conductiv-

ity in spaced-apart relation.

15. The apparatus defined in claim 13 wherein said

second vibrator m£ans includes a membrane forming at

least a portion of the jbottom of said vessel.

16. The apparatus defined in claim 15, further com-

prising means for varying the vibration frequency of

each of said vibrator means.*****
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